
information about the artist and artwork
suggested questions
ways of exploring the theme of home
 suggested creative response activities

ARTWORK
INFORMATION

PACK

    Each help-sheet includes: 

You can choose to explore just one of these
artworks, or a selection.



what do we use our homes for?

what is the difference between a house and a home?

can you be at home anywhere? Is a home just a building?

what do we need in a home?

how do you look after your home?

why is it important to have a home?

how do you think it feels to be homeless?

why do you think the GWR housed all their workers

together? What are the advantages and disadvantages of

living in a big community?

create a drawing/painting/collage of your home

imagine you are a GWR architect and design your ideal

home - draw a plan as well as a picture of the outside

create a poem about your home

re-create Charles White's painting, but add elements to

make the homes look as undesirable as possible!

produce estate agent details for this property using

persuasive language

re-create this house from Lego or sculptural materials

FACADE OF RAILWAY 
VILLAGE HOUSES

by CHARLES WHITE

THE ARTIST...

Charles White was a painter

and print-maker based in

Swindon and active during the

1970s and 80s.

IDEAS FOR QUESTIONING:

Let's explore....

Art on Tour Learning Library
swindonmuseumandartgallery.org.uk/artontour

Who do you think lives in these houses?

What do you think the houses are like inside?

Would you like to live here? Why/why not?

How are these houses similar/different to your house?

What might the outside of these houses tell us about

the people that live here?

Have you ever moved home? What was it like?

If you could live in any building anywhere, where

would you choose to live? Why?

How many different colours has the artist used?

SUGGESTIONS FOR CREATIVE RESPONSES:

THE ARTWORK...

This is an oil painting of houses

in the Railway Village in

Swindon. The houses were

built in 1846 to house skilled

engineering workers employed

in the Great Western Railway

factory. The houses were often

over-crowded. The Great

Western Railway had been

built in 1840 and went on to

revolutionise travel and

industry in the UK. The houses

were built with stone from

Bath and local Swindon

quarries. Each road was named

after the destinations of trains

that passed nearby. The GWR

also built The Mechanics'

Institution and Medical Fund

Hospital to support the 

leisure, health 

and 

education 

of 

workers.

Swindon's railways and heritage

housing and daily life in the Victorian era

how housing and the concept of home have changed

art as historical document

building materials and material properties

LEARNING LINKS:

EXPLORING THE THEME OF 'HOME':



what do we use our homes for?

what is the difference between a house and a home?

can you be at home anywhere? Is a home just a building?

what do we need in a home?

how do you look after your home?

why is it important to have a home?

how do you think it feels to be homeless?

what are different homes like around the world?

create a drawing/painting/collage of your home

write a story about the people who live in this house

re-create George Reason's painting, but add elements

to make the house look as undesirable as possible!

produce estate agent details for this property

re-create this painting as a collage or a sculpture

copy the painting into the centre of an A3 piece of

paper and then add the rest of the house around it

re-create the painting, but include someone entering

or leaving the house, or people in the windows.

IDEAS FOR QUESTIONING:

Let's explore....

Who do you think lives in this house?

What do you think the house is like inside?

Would you like to live here? Why/why not?

How is this house similar/different to your house?

The artist has chosen a bright yellow door and a sunny

day. How does this make you feel?

How many different shapes can you see in this painting?

Think about the lines the artist has used - which

direction do they run in, are they curved or straight,

strong or faint, do they mirror each other/run in parallel?

SUGGESTIONS FOR CREATIVE RESPONSES:

THE ARTWORK...

Reason painted this Victorian

house on Cricklade Street in

Swindon in 1967. At the time,

it was the offices for

Townsend Solicitors - you can

see the name plate and the

name on the windows. The

building still exists and looks

very similar, although the

door has been painted black.

The use of oil paint here has

allowed Reason to produce

vivid colours and strong lines.

Buildings often have a rich

history -  generations of

different families, changes

made over time, or entirely

different uses. Art can be a

useful historical document,

recording daily life and 

preoccupations.

colour, colour wheel, emotional reactions to colour

building materials and material properties

housing and daily life in the Victorian era

changes in architecture and housing

art as historical document

LEARNING LINKS:

EXPLORING THE THEME OF 'HOME':

THE HOUSE WITH THE 
YELLOW DOOR (1967)
by GEORGE REASON

1901 - 1984

THE ARTIST...

George Reason was a mid-

20th Century Swindon-based

artist. He spent his time

recording scenes of Swindon

life and buildings around the

town.

Art on Tour Learning Library
swindonmuseumandartgallery.org.uk/artontour



draw or paint your kitchen at home. Include a family

member doing something like cooking or washing up.

create a Wordle of verbs that happen in your kitchen.

What do different people use it for?

make a cake that represents something about your 

write the script for the beginning of a play set 

try print-making like Rothenstein - use sponges, finger 

make a diorama of a room in your house or of this kitchen

      home or family!

      in someone’s kitchen. Who enters to create some action?

      or hand-prints

THE ARTIST...

Rothenstein became a painter

at 15, but for many years

struggled to paint due to ill

health. He came from an

artistic family. His father was a

famous artist, and his brother

ran the Tate Gallery in London.

In later years, he turned to

print-making and made

etchings (an image is

scratched into a surface. Acid is

applied to cut an impression of

the image. Ink is added and

the image is transferred to

paper). He also made linocut

prints (similar to etchings, but

created using a knife instead).

IDEAS FOR QUESTIONING:

Let's explore....

How is this kitchen similar to yours? How is it different?

Which is your favourite room in your house? Why?

This kitchen was painted in 1944. How do you think

kitchens have changed since then?

Who are these people? What are they talking about?

People sometimes say the kitchen is the ‘heart’ of a

home – why do you think this is?

The artist created this painting in 1944 during World War

II. Why do you think he chose a brightly coloured scene

of people chatting happily in a safe, warm kitchen?

The two women are sitting close together, although

they don’t need to. What might this tells us?

Look at the 'sketchy' lines the artist has used. Is this a

‘neat’ painting? Why might he have chosen this style?

changes in housing and daily life over the 20th Century

family, friendship, community - well-being

textiles, materials, cookery

SUGGESTIONS FOR CREATIVE RESPONSES: THE ARTWORK...

This is a domestic, figurative

painting showing the kitchen

of a basement flat in London

where one of Rothenstein's

friends lived. He has made the

figure on the left look a little

like his first wife.

Because the water-colour

paints are quite thin, you can

see the original pencil marks

underneath. Rothenstein has

chosen a style that makes the

picture seem very flat - almost

as though the people have

been cut out and stuck on.

LEARNING LINKS:

THE WHITE DRESSER (1944)
by MICHAEL ROTHENSTEIN

1908 - 1993

Art on Tour Learning Library
swindonmuseumandartgallery.org.uk/artontour

Kitchen Sink Artists were a group of painters and writers

in the 1950s who made art about ordinary people's homes

and lives. They were called Kitchen Sink Artists because

they often recorded the little details of ordinary lives,

including the kitchen sink! Do you think this is important?

EXPLORING THE THEME OF 'HOME':



Kitchen Sink Artists were a group of painters and writers

in the 1950s who made art about the lives and homes of

ordinary people. They were called Kitchen Sink Artists

because they recorded the little details of ordinary lives,

including the kitchen sink! Now we have TV shows like

'Big Brother' or video games like 'The Sims' which are all

about watching people's lives, but in the 1940s and 50s, it

was more unusual to make art about ordinary people.

draw your garden if you have one. If you don't, design

one! What would your ideal garden look like?

write a play-script imagining what is happening

between the people in this painting.

create a collage or Wordle about community. What is it?

Why is it important? You could write your name in the

centre of a page and around it write down all the

names of people you know - family, friends, and

acquaintances. Add the people you know best closest to

your name, and those you don't know very well closer to

the edge of the paper. You could illustrate it.

re-create this painting in the modern day - change

people's clothes and other elements to update it

THE ARTIST...

Edward Bawden was a painter,

print-maker, illustrator, graphic

designer, mural-maker, and

even made furniture! You can

still see some of his tile designs

on the London Underground!

He worked in advertising for

many years and also taught art.

During the Second World War,

he had a commission as an

Official War Artist. He was with

the army in France where he

witnessed the evacuation from

Dunkirk, spent time as part of

the North African campaign,

and was torpedoed in the

Middle East, spending five days

drifting on a life-raft before

being rescued.

IDEAS FOR QUESTIONING:

Let's explore....

Who do you think lives in this house? Who are the

people in the painting? How do they know each other?

What is going on in this painting?

What do you think the house is like inside?

Would you like to live here? Why/why not?

What does your house look like on the outside? How is

this painting similar/different to where you live?

Who are your neighbours? How well do you know them?

Look at the pattern in the sky of the painting. Why do

you think the artist has used it?

SUGGESTIONS FOR CREATIVE RESPONSES:

THE ARTWORK...

Bawden grew up on an estate

just like this, in Braintree, Essex.

He has used a combination of

watercolour paint and line

drawing to create a rough,

unfinished effect which mirrors

the ordinary and every-day

content of the painting.

community/well-being

World War II

design/illustration/advertising

LEARNING LINKS:

EXPLORING THE THEME OF 'HOME':

ESSEX HOUSING ESTATE (1954)
by EDWARD BAWDEN

1903 - 1989

Art on Tour Learning Library
swindonmuseumandartgallery.org.uk/artontour



what do we use our homes for?

what is the difference between a house and a home?

can you be at home anywhere?

what do we need in a home?

why is it important to have a home?

how do you think it feels to be homeless?

how do you think people felt about their homes during

the Blitz and World War II?

write a poem about day-time and night-time in your

house - how do sounds, activities and sights change?

create two identical drawings or paintings of the same

house - one at night-time and one during the day-time.

You might want to use tracing paper, or you could

photocopy your first outline before you add details.

draw or paint a picture of the outside of your house, but

show the viewer inside some of the rooms like George

Downs has done. Try using crayons to re-create his style.

create a surrealist artwork of a house - perhaps a

giraffe's head appears from the chimney or the windows

have been replaced by doors!

THE ARTIST...

George Downs had no formal

training as an artist, and

worked part-time as a

salesman to fund his artwork. 

IDEAS FOR QUESTIONING:

Let's explore....

this house looks like it has been taken from a fairy tale.

Can you think of any stories about unusual homes?

which rooms can you see in this house? Write a list of

all the different rooms in your house. Write down 5

verbs that you carry out in each room. Add an adverb

to each to describe it in more detail.

Downs created this painting during The Blitz. How do

you think this influenced his painting?

What is unusual about this painting?

SUGGESTIONS FOR CREATIVE RESPONSES:

THE ARTWORK...

Downs created this oil painting

during The Blitz. This may have

inspired his strange perspective

on this house and the

combined view of the interior

and exterior.

This painting is in the Surrealist

tradition. Surrealist art is

strange and unnerving. It

doesn't depict things as they

are in reality. It is often inspired

by dreams, nightmares and

unconscious thoughts, and can

combine ideas not usually seen

together. It began in France in

the 1920s. The world had seen

such horrors during the First

World War that artists tried to

find new ways of looking at

things around them. When

Surrealist artists first exhibited,

people were shocked by the

strange quality of their work.

Now, Surrealism is all 

around us, in 

our adverts, 

films, comics 

and video 

games.

World War II - the Blitz - evacuation - concepts of home

colour and perspective in art

fairy tales

Surrealism

LEARNING LINKS:

EXPLORING THE THEME OF 'HOME':

LANDSCAPE (1940)
by GEORGE DOWNS

1901 - 1983

Art on Tour Learning Library
swindonmuseumandartgallery.org.uk/artontour



the people in Lowry's paintings are match-stick men.

They don't have any individual characteristics. They

remind us of the people we see in our daily lives who we

don't know well. Can you think of any people who you

see regularly in your daily life, but don't know well? (eg -

the man who walks his dog past your house each day,

the lady in the corner shop)

'home' can describe our neighbours, the place we live in,

and the community around us. Lowry's paintings are

about all of these things. What is community? Why is it

important? Write your name in the centre of a page.

Around it, write down all the names of people you know -

family, friends, and acquaintances. Try illustrating it.

re-create this painting in different seasons - spring,

summer and autumn. Try and use the same style. Think

about the colours you use and what you could add.

use charcoal and line-drawing to create a scene with

match-stick men. Choose a scene of daily life.

draw a scene near your house that includes people - it

could be the corner-shop, the park, or the traffic lights

at the bottom of the road.

create a sound-scape for this painting.

THE ARTIST...

L.S Lowry left school with no

qualifications and started work

as a rent-collector at the age of

17. He studied art at night

classes. He painted every-day

life in industrial urban contexts

in northern England, especially

Manchester. He is famous for

his 'match-stick men'.

IDEAS FOR QUESTIONING:

Let's explore....

Which different types of building can you see?

Who are the people in the street? Where are they going?

How has the artist shown us it is winter? Look for clues

and think about the colours he has used.

Why has he chosen to paint the scene without any hard,

clear lines?

How do your house and garden change at different times

of year?

What choices has the artist made that help to draw our

eyes down the alleyway into the centre of the painting?

SUGGESTIONS FOR CREATIVE RESPONSES:

THE ARTWORK...

This is an oil painting of

Pendlebury, an industrial

suburb in Greater Manchester,

which was Lowry's home for

over 40 years.  It shows St

Mary's Church, Swinton, just

round the corner from Lowry's

house. It is possible that the

Second World War influenced

the muted colours and dismal

air of this work. Manchester

had been heavily bombed

during the Blitz in 1940, and

the church itself had been

damaged. Rationing had

begun in 1940 and life was

difficult. Lowry had 

also recently lost 

his mother 

and was 

feeling very 

lonely.

industrial heritage/industrialisation

World War II

LEARNING LINKS:

EXPLORING THE THEME OF 'HOME':

WINTER IN PENDLEBURY (1943)
by L.S LOWRY

1887-1976

Art on Tour Learning Library
swindonmuseumandartgallery.org.uk/artontour



create a Still-Life drawing/painting/collage of objects in

your home or bedroom - think about what they might

tell us about you

try a really close observational drawing of a single

object in your house

draw/paint/collage or create a sculpture of a plate

containing your favourite food

re-create this painting, but imagine a less pleasant

scene where food is rotting and the house is dirty!

re-create this painting, substituting your favourite food!

THE ARTWORK...

This is a Still-Life painting. A

Still-Life is a close-up of a group

of objects - sometimes natural,

sometimes man-made. Usually

the objects have 

something 

in common 

and are 

carefully

arranged.

THE ARTIST...

Mary Fedden liked to use her

immediate surroundings in her

artwork. Many of her paintings

feature inspiration from her

house, garden, or the area

around her home, which for

over 40 years was next to the

River Thames in London.

During her career she painted

portraits, murals, worked as a

set designer, taught art,

designed magazine covers, and

produced many Still-Life

paintings like this one.  During

the Second World War, she

produced propaganda murals

before being sent abroad as a

driver for the Navy, Army and

Air Force Institutes (NAAFI). 

IDEAS FOR QUESTIONING:

Let's explore....

what is your favourite food?

who does the cooking in your house?

where do you eat your meals? What is your kitchen like?

how is food important in people's families and homes?

How many different shapes can you see in this painting?

Are any repeated?

Think about the lines the artist has used - which direction

do they run in, are they curved or straight, sharp or

blurred, do they mirror each other/run in parallel?

SUGGESTIONS FOR CREATIVE RESPONSES:

food, nutrition, cookery

LEARNING LINKS:

EXPLORING THE THEME OF 'HOME':

THE SPANISH CHAIR (1998)
by MARY FEDDEN

1915 - 2012

Art on Tour Learning Library
swindonmuseumandartgallery.org.uk/artontour

Still-Life painting has been popular since the Romans and

Ancient Greeks, and often features domestic objects and

settings. It reached the height of its popularity in the

Netherlands during the 16th and 17th centuries, when

artists painted flowers or fruit. Still-Life paintings often

contain symbolism (use of objects to represent something

else). An egg might make us think about hope and new

life. A rotting apple might make us think about death,

ageing and time. The objects around us in our homes tell

the world a lot about us. Roald Dahl and other writers and

artists famously keep objects of significance next to their

work spaces to inspire them.



Windows help artists frame their subjects and can act as

SYMBOLS (representing something else). They can

symbolise hope, change, freedom, new beginnings,

escape, longing or entrapment. They also help artists

freeze a moment in time and think about ideas of

interior and exterior - both inside and outside windows,

but also in relation to ourselves. Windows can show us

different perspectives on the world.

Making art is just like opening a window! You are

helping people see into another world!

Some artists even turn windows themselves into

artwork! Marc Chagall designed coloured glass windows

in churches and buildings around the world.

Paint or draw a window in your house, showing the

view outside. Use cardboard to make the frame, and

cling-film or acetate to make the window pane.

Paint or draw the view looking in through a window.

Photograph the view from different windows. 

Create a collage of a Surrealist landscape outside a

window. It could include dinosaurs, aliens, or perhaps

the world outside is upside down! 

Follow in Boulton's footsteps and try paper relief art. 

Write a story, or draw a cartoon, about an adventure

that starts when something strange appears outside a

Illustrate the Alfred Lord Tennyson poem, 'The Lady of

Shalott'. The Lady of Shalott is under a curse and

trapped inside a tower. She is only allowed to look out

of the window using a mirror.

      window, or when someone escapes from a window. 

THE ARTWORK...

This painting is part of a series

created in the 1960s and 70s,

showing views through

windows. This is a view from a

cottage Boulton lived in just

outside Swindon. The other

paintings in the series show

views from classrooms in

different schools she taught in.

Windows are a popular subject

for artists. Portraits with

windows in the background

became very popular during

the 15th and 16th centuries. 

Mixing windows and people

helped artists to think 

about our 

connection 

with nature.

THE ARTIST...

Janet Boulton was born in

Swindon in 1936 and has spent

much of her life living and

working here. She used to be a

teacher as well as an artist. She

likes to paint subjects from

nature and loves gardening.

She paints in watercolour and

uses paper-relief (cutting paper

to make 3D patterns/objects).

IDEAS FOR QUESTIONING:

Let's explore....

How do you think the artist felt when she looked out of

this window? Why do you think this?

What can you see from the windows in your house?

Why are windows important? Why do prison cells not

have windows?

Which patterns and shapes has the artist used?

If you could see any view out of your bedroom window,

what would you choose to see? Why?

SUGGESTIONS FOR CREATIVE RESPONSES:

EXPLORING THE THEME OF 'HOME':

SUMMER WINDOW, 
RIDGEWAY FARM COTTAGE (1975)

by JANET BOULTON
1936 - 

Art on Tour Learning Library
swindonmuseumandartgallery.org.uk/artontour



family as central to the concept of 'home'

how do we look after each other as a family?

how do different members of your family use your

home? Do people spend time in particular rooms, doing

certain activities? Where do you spend time together?

the difficulty of family relationships

when and how do you look after people in your

family/celebrate with your family?

paint or draw a picture of your family in your house.

You could draw all of them, or just choose one of them

and show them in the room they often spend time in.

What are they doing?

draw or paint a portrait of a member of your family.

You could surround them with objects that are

important to them.

re-create this painting, but give it a more positive

mood. Think about colour, space, and the position and

expression of the people.

write a Guide to Surviving Family Life! What makes a

happy family?

THE ARTIST...

Charles Blackman was born

and lived in Australia for much

of his life. After college, he first

became a newspaper artist,

and later, a figurative painter.

He travelled the world,

including living in London. He

was interested in people and

painting the emotions and

moments of daily life.

IDEAS FOR QUESTIONING:

Let's explore....

Who are these people? How do they know each other?

What do you think is happening in this painting? How do

these people feel? Why?

How does this painting make you feel? Why? How has

the artist made you feel this way?

Why has the artist left no space around the outside of

the people? Why have they chosen these colours?

Write a list of people in your family. Why is family

important?

There are lots of different types of family. Does your

family look like this? Does 'family' have to mean

someone you are related to?

SUGGESTIONS FOR CREATIVE RESPONSES:

THE ARTWORK...

This is an oil painting showing

the private world of a family.

The colours are dark, the brush-

strokes are broad, the figures

are angular and close to the

picture plane, and their gaze is

averted - all of which gives it an

emotional and sombre feel.

Before the advent of cameras

and the family photograph,

portraits were the only way to

own pictures of your family.

Artists would be commissioned

to produce likenesses 

of family 

members

for 

display.

the importance of family - support and well-being

different types of family

LEARNING LINKS:

EXPLORING THE THEME OF 'HOME':

THE FAMILY (1961)
by CHARLES BLACKMAN

1928 - 2018

Art on Tour Learning Library
swindonmuseumandartgallery.org.uk/artontour



In 1917, Marcel Duchamp began the Found Art movement,

shocking the world by exhibiting a urinal, entitled

‘Fountain’!  He hoped to question the definition of art. Can

anything be art? Who decides? He wanted people to think

about the difference between form (what something

looks like) and function (what something is used for). 

Most Found Art is sculpture. Man Ray stuck nails to the

bottom of an iron, Salvador Dali turned a lobster into a

telephone, Pablo Picasso re-purposed matchboxes and

newspapers, Michael Craig-Martin placed a glass of water

on a shelf, Damien Hirst pickled dead animals, and Tracey

Emin exhibited her un-made bed! The objects we

surround ourselves with, particularly those in our homes,

tell the world a lot about us.

make a ‘Small Objects’ artwork by collecting small,

everyday objects from around the house. Choose

interesting shapes and colours. How will you arrange

them? By colour/function/weight/size/category, etc. You

could paint, draw or photograph them.

write a ‘Found Poem’ - choose a found piece of text (eg

- packaging, leaflet, magazine, text message) and cross

out words which you don't want using a marker pen.

Copy out the remaining words to form your poem.

make a Found Art Gallery - clear a table or floor-space;

find some ‘plinths’ (eg - Jenga blocks, books); find some

objects to display; give each a title and make display

labels (a teaspoon could be ‘a spade for digging to the

centre of the earth!’ A jam jar lid could be a ‘Frisbee’!) 

THE ARTIST...

Lisa Milroy was born in Canada

and moved to England aged 19.

In the 1980s, she became

famous for making lots of

paintings of everyday objects

on white backgrounds. She

painted shoes, lipsticks and

even lightbulbs! The paintings

were all finished within a day. 

IDEAS FOR QUESTIONING:

Let's explore....

Which objects can you see in this painting? Where

would you find them? What would you use them for?

Why do you think the artist has chosen to put these

objects together? Do they have anything in common?

Can any object be ‘art’? Does a dustbin count as art?

Can a kettle be beautiful? Can a chair be ugly?

Which objects do you have in your bedroom? What do

they tell us about you?

SUGGESTIONS FOR CREATIVE RESPONSES:

THE ARTWORK...

This is a Still-Life painting (a

close-up representation of a

group of objects). It is

noticeably different to most

Still-Life, as the objects are

separate and have no context. 

Milroy's works are Found Art -

art made from everyday

objects. Artists help us to view

objects differently by giving

them a new name, adapting

them, or presenting them in an

unusual way. By removing

objects from their contexts,

Milroy forces us to look more

closely and to consider form

instead of function, We realise

that lots of the little 

things we 

take for 

granted 

are 

amazing! 

EXPLORING THE THEME OF 'HOME':

SMALL OBJECTS (1987)
by LISA MILROY

1959 - 

Art on Tour Learning Library
swindonmuseumandartgallery.org.uk/artontour



Make an igloo sculpture - experiment with materials

Create a sculpture of your house or an object from your

house

Design your ideal house - what does it look like inside

and out?

Create a world map with images of different homes

around the world. Research building materials, climate

and design. Remember that not everyone who lives in

a certain country or place lives in the same way. 

Rsearch different animal homes and create a drawing

of a natural environment showing different animal

homes. How and why do animals choose their homes?

Which materials do they use and where do they build?

THE ARTIST...

Nicholas Monro is famous for

his Pop Art sculpture. He is also

a print-maker and taught art in

Swindon for many years. He is 

 one of the few British Pop

Artists to work in sculpture and

is known for his use of

fibreglass. He once created an

18 foot tall fibreglass statue of

King Kong, sculptures of

famous celebrities, and a flock

of 40 fibreglass sheep!

IDEAS FOR QUESTIONING:

Let's explore....

What is an igloo? Who might live here? Why?

Would you like to live in an igloo? Why/why not?

How do you make an igloo?

Why do people live in houses made in so many different

ways and from so many different materials?

Which materials make effective building materials? Why?

Which other structures do people live in around the

world that are different to our houses in Swindon? 

SUGGESTIONS FOR CREATIVE RESPONSES:

THE ARTWORK...

This is a bold and confident

screenprint which typifies the

Pop Art movement. Monoro

used clean lines, bold colours

and simple, repeated motifs in

much of his art. 

The British Pop-Art movement

began in the 1950s. It was

interested in popular culture,

and drew inspiration from

advertising, celebrity and

consumer goods. Pop Art was

cynical, with a sense of the

ridiculous, interrogating the

new consumer culture 

of the 1950s 

and 60s.  

architecture and building materials

material properties

animal homes and habitats

Pop Art and Sculpture

LEARNING LINKS:

EXPLORING THE THEME OF 'HOME':

IGLOOS (1971)
by NICHOLAS MONRO

1936 - 

Art on Tour Learning Library
swindonmuseumandartgallery.org.uk/artontour

people live in many different types of home - what do

they all have in common? What are the advantages

and disadvantages of different types of house?

what is a home for?

what is the difference between a house and a home?

do we treat our homes differently or use them in

different ways?



make a collage inspired by Richard Hamilton. Find

some old magazines and newspapers. Cut out some

interesting pictures of people, their lives, the places

they go, and the objects they use. Arrange them into a

scene on a piece of paper and glue them down.

make a collage from old packaging, leaflets and

recycled materials from home.

make a text artwork about 'Home'. Fill a piece of paper

with lots of speech bubbles, thought bubbles, and

explosions and then add a word or a phrase to each

one in bubble writing. Add some bright colours.

draw a comic strip on the theme of 'Home'

create a superhero who lives in an unusual home

design some packaging for a household product

THE ARTIST...

Hamilton was studying art

when World War II began. He

interrupted his studies to serve

in the army, producing

engineering drawings.  After

the War, he returned to the

Royal Academy to study, but

was soon expelled! He

particularly enjoyed print-

making, and was interested in

depicting interior spaces.

IDEAS FOR QUESTIONING:

Which objects can you see in this collage?

What is unusual about this image?

How can you tell this isn't a modern living room? How

is your living room similar/different?

How many separate images make up this artwork?

Do you think artists should include our homes,

everyday lives and household objects in their artworks?

Does a Mars bar wrapper count as art? What if I painted

a picture of it? What is the difference between the

wrapper and the picture of the wrapper?

THE ARTWORK...

This collage is part of a series

showing the interiors of houses

from confusing perspectives.

There are lots of different

points of focus. Hamilton led

the British Pop-Art movement

that began in the 1950s. It was

interested in popular culture,

and drew inspiration from

advertising, celebrity and

consumer goods. Pop Art was

cynical, with a sense of the

ridiculous, interrogating the

new consumer culture of the

1950s and 60s. By the 1970s,

Hamilton was using his art to

explore big political questions 

like the Troubles in 

Northern Ireland 

and the Civil 

Rights 

Movement 

in America.

Let's explore....
INTERIOR STUDY (1964)
by RICHARD HAMILTON

1922 - 2011

SUGGESTIONS FOR CREATIVE RESPONSES:

EXPLORING THE THEME OF 'HOME':

Art on Tour Learning Library
swindonmuseumandartgallery.org.uk/artontour

Pop Art is a useful record of popular culture, and

people's homes and leisure, in the 1950s and 60s. We

can look at some of the images and see the things that

people were buying, experiencing and thinking. If we

made Pop Art today, which images from popular

culture, products from our homes, and ideas from our

lives would it use? Make a list! (eg – selfies, I-phones,

football shirts, McDonalds cartons)

which objects, products and furniture do you have

around you in your home and bedroom?


